
Blue Shield of California names Invitae 
preferred provider for HBOC testing

Blue Shield of California is committed to providing access to high-quality healthcare at an affordable price. Invitae is 
pleased to announce it is now one of Blue Shield of California's preferred in-network laboratories for Hereditary Breast 
and Ovarian Cancer (HBOC) and Lynch syndrome testing. 

Invitae’s HBOC contracted terms with Blue Shield of California include:

▪ No pre-authorization required for BRCA1/BRCA2 tests

▪ One-page Statement of Medical Necessity accepted in lieu of medical records

A San Francisco-based, CAP-accredited and CLIA-certified company, Invitae offers clinical-grade oncology genetic testing 
that helps confirm diagnoses and assess hereditary cancers. Invitae's renowned team of medical and genetics experts 
is led by Chief Medical Officer Dr. Robert Nussbaum, MD, a former UCSF faculty member with more than 30 years of 
experience in medical genetics.
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QUALITY | A commitment to quality testing

▪ Invitae’s >1000 patient peer-reviewed study, published in the Journal of Molecular Diagnostics,

shows equivalence to established standards

▪ Highly automated laboratory coupled with custom informatics ensures high-quality results

▪ Evidence-based classification system enables reproducible variant reporting in line with ACMG guidelines

CONTENT | Broad, actionable test menu

▪ Order from the broadest oncology menu available, including all commonly tested genes and variants, 

with testing options ranging from 1 to 79 genes

▪ Design your own test or order a curated panel; if you don't get the answers you need, re-requisition more 

genes within the original clinical area for no additional charge within 90 days

▪ Testing options include panels entirely comprised of genes that meet clinical practice guidelines 

MEDICAL RESPONSIBILITY | Dedication to responsible medicine

▪ Licensed, experienced, and board-certified genetic counselors are available to help your patients

understand the genetic testing process and their genetic test results

▪ Invitae’s >1000 patient, peer-reviewed study in JAMA Oncology demonstrates the clinical utility of panel

testing in hereditary breast and ovarian cancer

PRICE | Simple pricing. Simple billing. No surprises.

▪ Invitae charges the same low price for any genetic test—including re-requisition—within a single

clinical area, regardless of the number of genes ordered

▪ Clinical Support Services are provided at no additional charge to help you order the right test for your

patient and guide you through results interpretation and management

Invitae's testing delivers high quality, fast turnaround time, and a low price. We provide:


